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Abstract .The study on decreasing ammonia-nitrogen has received great 
attention in recent years. This paper summarizes the adsorption mechanism 
and the influencing factors. Thus, the feasibility of adsorption using 
biochar has been indicated. A few issues were proposed for the further 
study: the industrial application research on treatment, modification 
method for improving the efficiency of adsorption, desorption and 
regeneration of biochar ,model of adsorption mechanism, the physical and 
chemical properties of soil . 

1 Introduction 
Water eutrophication pollution because of ammonia-nitrogen has become a serious 

environmental problem, which has led to a widespread concern of researchers. Currently, 
the main methods to remove ammonia-nitrogen include: biological 
nitrification-denitrification, break point chlorination, air stripping, chemical precipitation, 
ion exchange and adsorption method, et al[1,2]. Among them, the adsorption method is 
considered to be a very promising technique to remove the ammonia-nitrogen waste water 
because of its simple and effective process, lower operating cost and economical and 
practical property[3]. Adsorbents selection is the key for adsorption and the main materials 
used to adsorb ammonia-nitrogen at present are: fly ash, zeolite, sepiolite, limestone, 
charcoal, bamboo charcoal, and activated carbon, et al[4,10]. However, all of these materials 
require a secondary treatment, which makes the process cost increase and therefore cannot 
be popularized to use. In recent years, as a new adsorbent, biochars have been widely used 
in the field of waste water treatment due to its large specific surface area, strong pore 
structure, simple process and it does not require activation or secondary treatment. 

Currently, there have been numerous reports about organic matter or heavy metals 
adsorption by biochars, however, the research on ammonia-nitrogen is less. China has 
abundant biochar sources, and biochars can serve as a good soil conditioner when they are 
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returned to the fields after ammonia-nitrogen adsorption reaching saturation, which has 
increased and improved the soil fertility. The study of the ammonia-nitrogen adsorption 
mechanism by biochar and its potential influencing factors in terms of dynamics and 
thermodynamics conducted a preliminary exploration of biochar application in 
ammonia-nitrogen processing field[11,13]. 

2 The research progress in adsorption of nitrate nitrogen using 
biochar

The source of biochar with the adsorption effect to ammonia nitrogen is rich[16-33]. 
Furthermore, the different adsorption properties are demonstrated, as the biochars are made 
of different biomass materials[14,15]. Most adsorption kinetics of biochars to ammonia 
nitrogen is in accord with the pseudo-first-order or pseudo-second-order kinetic model. 
Based on the analysis of adsorption isotherm model of different adsorption materials, the 
ammonia nitrogen adsorption of these biochars is roughly consistent with Langmuir and 
Freundlich adsorption isotherm model. 

3 Mechanism and Influence Factors of Ammonia Nitrogen 
Adsorption on Biological Carbon 

3.1 Analysis on adsorption mechanism  
Many scholars have believed that different kinds of biochar have different effects on the 

adsorption to ammonia nitrogen, and the adsorption mechanisms are different under the 
different reaction conditions. 

3.1.1 Freundlich adsorption 
Ma and other scholars have found that the Freundlich equation (R2=0.9762) is suitable 

for describing the behavior of the ammonia nitrogen adsorption of biochar, and the main 
form is the heterogeneous adsorption of the multi molecular layer[16,24,31,32,33]. 

3.1.2 Mineralization or assimilation 
Yang et al. have discovered that the decrease of ammonia nitrogen can be slowed down 

by promoting the mineralization of organic nitrogen or reducing the assimilation of 
inorganic nitrogen by microorganisms[21]. 

3.1.3 Quasi-second order kinetic model 
Zheng et al. have found that the adsorption of biochar to the ammonia nitrogen in water 

can be well fitted by the quasi-second-order equation with the highest correlation 
coefficient of 0.996. Moreover, the equilibrium adsorption capacity calculated from the 
quasi-second order adsorption kinetics equation is closer to test values. It indicates that the 
quasi -second-order model can simulate the adsorption process better. 

The correlation coefficient of Freundlich isothermal equation is 0.996, while that of 
Langmuir isothermal equation is 0.957, so the adsorption of ammonia nitrogen in water by 
biochar is more consistent with the Freundlich isothermal adsorption model[16,24,28,34]. 
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3.1.4 Physical adsorption 
It is generally accepted that �G� is in the range of -20-0KJ·mol-1 for physical adsorption. 

While -800 40 KJ·mol-1 for chemical adsorption. In the Ma’s study, it is found that �G� is 
-14.66 KJ·mol-1 -15.24KJ·mol-1 and -13.46KJ·mol-1 respectively, indicated the adsorption 
of DMBC400 on ammonia nitrogen was mainly based on physical adsorption[16]. Gao et al. 
Have revealed that the coexisting ion Na+ has not significant effect on the adsorption of 
biachar to ammonia nitrogen, and the ion exchange is not obvious. This adsorption is multi 
molecular layer adsorption which based on physical adsorption[24]. 

3.1.5 Chemical adsorption 
The theoretical equilibrium adsorption capacity calculated from the quasi-second-order 

dynamic equation is 1.8836 mg/g, which is very close to the actual adsorption capacity 
(1.8987mg/g) during the equilibrium time. So the adsorption kinetics of CSBC400 to 
ammonia nitrogen is accorded with the quasi-second-order equation, which indicated that 
the adsorption of CSBC400 is a chemical adsorption. Based on the R2 of the Langmuir 
model, the fitting data have perfectly showed that the adsorption to ammonia nitrogen often 
occurs in monolayer. On the other hand, the R2 of the Langmuir model is usually more than 
0.95, which indicated that there is a certain degree of physical adsorption, but the chemical 
adsorption is more favorable because n-1>1[27,31,33,35]. 

3.1.6 Langmuir-Freundlich adsorption 
The squares of the isothermal adsorption correlation coefficients of CSBC400 to 

ammonia nitrogen are listed from high to low: Langmuir-Freundlich(R 0.9844)
Langmuir(R 0.9797) Freundlich(R 0.9772) Temkin(R 0.9699). We can observe 
from it that for the adsorption data of CSBC400 to ammonia nitrogen, Freundlich 
adsorption isothermal equation is the best fitted one [27,28,33,36,38]. 

3.1.7Langmuir type 
Xing et al. have found that the Langmuir equation can describe the adsorption behavior 

of biochar to ammonia nitrogen more accurately. This adsorption of biochar is in 
accordance with the Langmuir adsorption isotherm, indicated this is a homogeneous 
monolayer adsorption[29,30]. 

3.1.8 Pseudo two order kinetics 
From the regression correlation coefficients of Adsorption kinetic fitting curve for 

adsorbing ammonia nitrogen, it is observed that the correlation coefficients of the 
pseudo-two-order equations are 0.9979 and 0.9940 respectively, when the ammonia 
nitrogen concentrations are 10mg/L and 5mg/L. It is shown that the pseudo-two-order 
equation can better describe the adsorption kinetics of ammonia nitrogen on the biochar. 
The regression correlation coefficients are all higher than 0.99, and the qecal obtained from 
the pseudo-two-order equation is very close to the experimental results obtained from the 
qeexp. The pseudo-two-order model includes all the adsorption processes, such as external 
liquid film diffusion, surface adsorption and internal diffusion of particles, so that the 
process of adsorption is explained by it more comprehensively[29]. 
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3.2 Influencing factors 

3.2.1 The dosage of biochar 
Under the condition that the concentration of ammonia nitrogen and other conditions 

remain unchanged, the adsorption rate increase significantly when the dosage of biochar is 
added. This is due to the increase of active site for adsorption, which cause the increase of 
absorbate ultimately[16].  

The adsorption effect to ammonia nitrogen is positively correlated with the dasage of 
biochar, but not directly proportional to it. The reason can be explained as the following: 
when ammonia nitrogen concentration was ascertain, the more biochars are added, the more 
adsorption sites are provided, and the more easily the ammonia nitrogen is absorbed by 
these active sites. However, with the increase of the concentration of biochar, the 
competitive adsorption occurs on the surface active sites so that the adsorption capacity to 
ammonia nitrogen on the unit area is gradually reduced[22,31,39,40].  

3.2.2 pH value 
The main reason why the pH value affects adsorption process of ammonia nitrogen is 

that pH has changed the form of ammonia nitrogen in water. In the range of pH 2 to 4, the 
adsorption rate increased with the increase of pH value. In the range of pH 5 to 8, the 
adsorption rate gradually stabilized with the increase of pH. When pH>10, the adsorption 
rate decreased rapidly. At pH 10, the adsorption rate reached a peak of 38.94%. These 
changes mainly result from the content of H+ and ammonia nitrogen form in solution. At 
lower pH values, the solution enriched with H+ will impede the adsorption to ammonia 
nitrogen because of the competitive effect between H+ and NH4+, which have the same 
adsorption sites. Increasing pH value will lead to the increase of the adsorption to NH4+ by 
reducing the competition of H+ and NH4+ on the adsorption site. On the other hand, the 
ammonia nitrogen in solution is in two forms: NH4+ and NH3·H2O. Under the neutral or 
acidic conditions, NH4+ is the main form of existence. Hen the pH value is high, NH4+ 
changes into NH3·H2O, which is not conducive to the adsorption to ammonia nitrogen. The 
change of the pH value may also have an effect on the surface charge of biochar, and the 
protonation and deprotonation of surface functional groups will lead to the formation of a 
double electric layer on the surface of biochar. If pH pHpzc (pH at the point of zero 
charge), the surface charge of biochar is positive, and the adsorption to NH4+ will depend 
on the exchange of positive ions on the biochar surface and NH4+ in the solution. If 
pH>pHpzc, the surface charge is positive and the adsorption depends on electrostatic effect 

[16]. In brief, lower or higher pH values are not suitable for adsorption to NH4+ [24], and the 
pH values within the neutral alkaline range are optimal[27,41]. 

Additionally, at lower pH values, the decrease of adsorption capacity also results from 
high protonated effect of the functional groups such as C=O,COO- to the biochar surface, 
on which some positive ions can repulse the polar attraction of NH4+. The similar 
conclusion has been supported by some previous studies about using zeolite or activated 
carbon to adsorb amino salt [42-45]. 

At presence of bacteria, the removal rate of biochar-immobilized microbial agent to 
ammonia nitrogen first raises then declines. At pH 7.5, the removal rate reaches about 85%. 
Then it decreases rapidly if pH is more than 7.5. when pH=10, it is down to 48%. There are 
two steps in the removal reaction of nitrifying bacteria agent: ammonia oxidation and nitrite 
oxidation. Ammonia oxidation depends on the combination of AMO (ammonia 
monooxygenase) and HAO (hydroxylamine oxidoreductase). As the matrix of ammonia 
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oxidizing bacteria, free ammonia in water sample will increase at higher pH. In a certain 
concentration range, the increase of free ammonia concentration promotes the activity of 
AMO. However, when the free ammonia increases to a certain concentration with the 
increase of pH value, it will inhibit the nitrification bacteria, which makes both the 
microbial activity and the removal ability of ammonia nitrogen decrease [23,46-48]. 

3.2.3 Particle size of biochar 
The particle size of biochar has a great influence on the adsorption capacity. The smaller 

the particle size is, the more ammonia nitrogen will be adsorbed. The surface area of the 
biochar is the key factor affecting the adsorption capacity. For unit mass of biochar, the 
smaller the particle size is, the larger the surface area is, and the more obvious the surface 
energy is. So the adsorption effect increases correspondingly[16,27]. Additionally, this trend is 
also related to the surface area of the adsorbent and the diffusion rate of the absorbed 
material. In general, assuming that the adsorption rate depends only on the surface area, the 
surface area of smaller particle will increase, and then dispersion path is shorten in the 
small adsorbent particle, because it provide a better opportunity to make the absorbed ions 
penetrate all internal pore structure[33,49,50]. The effect of particle size on the adsorption 
capacity of ammonia nitrogen has been also confirmed by the use of zeolite previously 

[51,52]. 

3.2.4 Ammonia nitrogen in the inlet 
When the influent ammonia nitrogen concentration and water temperature are higher, 

the nitrification bacteria and heterotrophic bacteria in the biochar filter are competitive, and 
higher ammonia nitrogen concentration has an effect on CODMn removal. So the raw water 
with more ammonia nitrogen should be taken to the biological pretreatment[26]. 

3.2.5 Effect of modified activated method on the adsorption of biochar 
H2SO4-CC, NaOH-CC, H3PO4-CC, KOH-CC, ZnCl2-CC and N-CC had been used to 

adsorb 100 mg·L�1 ammonia nitrogen for 12 h, and a steady state was reached. The results 
showed that comparing to N-CC, NaOH-CC, H3PO4-CC, KOH-CC, ZnCl2-CC and 
H2SO4-CC had a more obvious effect on adsorption to ammonia nitrogen [28]. After 
modified by sodium hydroxide, biochar is suitable for adsorbing ammonia nitrogen, which 
results from the increase of specific surface area and acidic functional groups such as 
hydrocarbon bond, hydroxyl and ethylenic bond [24]. The stronger oxidizing the acid is, the 
more oxygenous acid groups are produced on the surface of the biochar, which increase the 
hydrophilicity and the cation exchange capacity of the carbon. These are conducive to 
improve the adsorption capacity to ammonia nitrogen [17,18]. After modification, the biochar 
surface cavity was significantly increased, but the ash content was dramatically reduced. 
Especially after modification by nitric acid, carboxyl and phenolic hydroxyl group can be 
formed on the surface[53-55]. 

3.2.6 Reaction time 
In the adsorption test, the changing trends of ammonia nitrogen concentration following 

the change of time were similar, that is, with the increase of time, the concentration of 
ammonia nitrogen first gradually decreases, which decrease fastly, and then gradually tends 
to be stable. After 60 min, the equilibrium is reached. The faster decrease of ammonia 
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nitrogen concentration is resulted from the adsorption captivity of biochar, which will 
achieve the maximum with the adsorption lasting. Thereafter, the ammonia nitrogen 
concentration falls slowly and fluctuates in the vicinity of the equilibrium point in the end. 
It is indicated that the adsorption of biochar to ammonia nitrogen can be carried out 
reversely under the certain conditions[22,29,33]. This process can be divided into three stages: 
the first one is the initial rapid uptake stage, a physical process, in which ions transport to 
solid and liquid depending on the concentration. Physical adsorption and ion balance 
between solid and liquid are disclosed in the second stage, and a small amount of binding 
NH4+ is desorbed. finally, due to the diffusion within the particles, chemical adsorption 
processes occur very slowly until saturation[56,57]. Some similar trends have also been 
reported in other studies[58]. 

3.2.7 Appearance properties and structures of biochar 
There are some reasons for the different adsorption capacity of biochar, such as specific 

surface area, hydrophobicity, surface functional groups, pore structure, composition, et al. 
On the other hand, the chemical composition of different raw materials also can affect the 
composition and content of biochar, and the element content of the biochar showed a linear 
correlation with that of the raw materials[21]. Rice husk biochar has a certain removal effect 
on ammonia nitrogen, and the maximum removal rate reaches 30%. Because in the 
conditions of no oxygen and low temperature 700 , the rice husk can be converted into a 
porous carbon material with high organic carbon content and high adsorption capacity, 
which is low solubility, and has highly carboxylic acid esters and aromatic structure, 
relatively large porosity and specific surface area endow it with a certain adsorption 
capacity. From the analysis, it is discovered that after immobilized by rice husk biochar, the 
nitrifying bacteria agent maintains a higher removal rate to ammonia nitrogen. The removal 
rate can reach 85%, is higher than using rice husk biochar alone[23,59-63]. 

3.2.8 Initial ammonia nitrogen concentration 
The ammonia nitrogen removal rate of nitrifying bacteria agent immobilized by rice 

husk biochar will increase with the decrease of ammonia nitrogen concentration in water 
sample. When ammonia nitrogen concentration is less than 300mg/L, ammonia nitrogen 
removal rate can be maintained at more than 80%. When the concentration of ammonia 
nitrogen is more than 300mg/L, the removal rate gradually decreases from 80% to 25%. 
That is to say, the nitrifying bacteria agent immobilized by rice husk biochar preparation is 
more suitable for treating the water sample in which the ammonia nitrogen concentration is 
less than 300mg/L[22]. Some studies have shown that the adsorption capacity is obviously 
improved with the increase of ammonia nitrogen concentration, which may result in low 
ion concentration, at low concentrations. There are too many vacant active sites in the 
biochar, so the adsorption capacity depends on the initial concentration. However, with the 
increase of ion concentration, more and more NH4+ appears on the active site because of the 
increase of adsorption capacity [64-66]. 

3.2.9 Pyrolysis temperature 
The effect of temperature on the activity of the biochar is greater. The activity decreases 

with the decrease of temperature, and the adsorption capacity increases with the increase of 
temperature[29]. It was considered that when the temperature is high, the diffusion of 
ammonia nitrogen to the biological carbon microporous will be enhanced because of the 
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reaction of NH4+ and the functional groups. But at high temperature, the adsorption rate is 
relatively small[26]. Although the specific surface area of the biochar can increase with the 
increase of temperature, excessively high temperature will lead to the reduction of the 
specific surface area caused by the formation of medium or large holes during from the 
microporouses[23,25]. The increase of pyrolysis temperature will lead to the decrease of -OH 
group in the biochar[30,67]. 

3.2.10 Immobilized bacteria agent and microorganisms 
After immobilized by rice husk biochar, the nitrifying bacteria agent maintains a higher 

removal rate to ammonia nitrogen. The removal rate can reach 85%, is higher than using 
rice husk biochar alone. Yang et al.[21] have discovered that the reduction of ammonia 
nitrogen caused by the affected microbial function is about 42% of the total reduction [23]. 

3.2.11 Coexisting cation 
With the increase of Na+ and Ca2+, the adsorption capacity of DMBC400 to ammonia 

nitrogen is gradually decreased. When Ca2+ and Na+ exist simultaneously, the inhibition of 
DMBC400 to ammonia nitrogen is mainly due to the competition of these cations and NH4+. 
Furthermore, with the increase of the initial concentration of the cation concentration, the 
competition will be intensified. Under the same cation concentration, DMBC400 is more 
affected by Na+ than by Ca2+. The main reason is that comparing to the Ca2 + hydrated ionic 
radius, the Na + hydrated ionic radius is smaller and similar to the radius of the monovalent 
NH4 + ion hydration, which leads to a stronger competitive adsorption between the Na+ and 
the NH4 + in solution [16,24,30]. 

4 Conclusion 
(1)Different sources of biochars can have a good effect on ammonia nitrogen 

adsorption. 
(2)The mechanism of ammonia-nitrogen adsorptive removal by biochars includes 

physical adsorption, chemical adsorption, et al. 
(3)Biochars adsorption of ammonia nitrogen is influenced by many factors including the 

biochar pyrolysis temperature, pH value, adsorption time, interfering ions, adsorption 
reaction temperature, initial ammonia concentration ,et al. 

5 Prospects 
Biochars have a great advantage in the field of water procession and agricultural soil 

fertility maintenance and remediation. However, currently the study of the biochars 
ammonia-nitrogen adsorption mechanism, potential influential factors and the impact of 
different sources is still on the initial stage. Therefore, we should continue to carry out the 
following research in the future: 

(1) Evaluation index of the adsorption efficiency of ammonia nitrogen when the 
biochars are used to remove multiple-componented pollutants. 

(2) Establishing the model of relevant adsorption mechanism. 
(3) Practical research on the industrial water treatment. 
(4)The modification methods to improve the adsorption efficiency. Subsequent trials 

should explore other modifiers which impact the effects of biochars ammonia-nitrogen 
adsorption in order to find the best modifier. 
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(5) Desorption and regeneration of biochars. 
(6)Previous studies suggest that the adsorption of ammonia-nitrogen is static. However, 

actually ammonia-nitrogen is dynamic. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate thoroughly 
the dynamic adsorption of biochars and the removal situation of composite water bodies. 

(7) The comprehensive impact of adsorption on soil physical and chemical properties 
and the mechanisms, et al. 
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